Abstract-Recommender systems inherently dynamic in nature and exponentially grow with time, in terms of interests and behaviour patterns. Traditional recommender systems rely on similarity of users or items in static networks where the user/item neighbourhood is almost same and they generate the same recommendations since the network is constant. This paper proposes a novel architecture, called Temporal Community-based Collaborative filtering, which is an association of recommendation and the dynamic community algorithm in order to exploit the temporal changes in the community structure to enhance the existing system. Our framework also provides solutions to common inherent issues of collaborative filtering approach such as cold-start, sparsity and compared against static and traditional collaborative systems. The outcomes indicate that the proposed system yields higher values in quality standards and minimizes the drawbacks of the traditional recommender system.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increased usage of World Wide Web, information has increased at an exponential rate and the information overload problem has become increasingly severe for online users. For instance, we want to buy a laptop and search "laptop" in the Amazon, it returns lakhs of products. Recommender systems, tackles this issue (i.e., information overload problem) by suggesting information that is of potential interest to online users, have become familiar and popular [1, 2, 3, 4] . Such systems are extensively implemented in various fields, including, movie recommendation on Netflix and product recommendation on Flipkart. For information customers, relevant recommendations allow them to find required information hidden in a great quantity of irrelevant data. For information providers, recommender systems not only help govern which information to provide, but also improve customer reliability because customers tend to cite those sites that best answer their demands. Recommender systems have caught much attention from various fields, such as psychology, natural philosophy and computer skill. For example, the champions of the Netflix prize contest, was a team of psychologists, physicists and computer scientists. Psychologists employ them as a locus for gathering up the patient behaviour before his/her discourse. Computer science persons, seek to exploit information about OSNs in the invention of marketing schemes. Biologist or physicist uses a biological/molecule network for understanding the function of the gene / molecule in identifying the disease/structure. Many methods are applied to build recommender systems, which can be generally separated into content-based filtering, collaborative filtering (CF) based methods, and hybrid methods [5] .
The purpose of this paper is to model the temporal/dynamic community based recommender systems based on trusted and top similar neighbours in the community. We exploit this by comparing the user profile to some reference features with the aim to predict whether the user is interested in an unseen item.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the basics of recommender systems and community detection. Related work is discussed in Section III. Our proposed framework and experimental results are presented in Section IV and we concluded in Section V.
II. BASICS OF RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS

A. Content based Recommender System
Content based filtering, recommends items based on the association between the content of the items and a user profile. Content, here refers to a set of [6] . The sample data from movies.dat and ratings.dat is represented as a data frame in R with observations is shown in Fig. 1 . User gets recommendation based on similar items that are closest in similarity to a user's profile, which is known as user's preference for an item's feature. If the user has a preference towards genres like Documentary, Horror, Musical and war the following movies will be recommended. 
B. Collaborative Filtering
Both user-and item-based approaches use the same approach of correlation of different objects [7, 8] . These objects are users if it is user based and item based if the object is an item. User-based collaborative filtering approach correlates users by excavating (similar) ratings and recommends unseen or new items that were preferred by similar users (see Fig.3 ). Item-based approach correlates the items by excavating (similar) ratings and then recommends similar or novel items. The main advantage of these approaches they are domainindependent and do not require content analysis and increases the quality of the recommendation.
However, CF approaches are defined by a number of drawbacks. First, the cold -start problem is due to the fact that Collaborative Filtering approaches depend on past behaviour patterns of the users. When new users or items are added, this drawback emerges since new users (cold-start user problem) or items (cold-start item problem) do not have sufficient ratings in order to make recommendations. Second, sparsity of the past user actions in a network. Finally, malicious attacks on centralized architectures and recommender systems [26, 30] . 
C. Hybrid Collaborative Filtering
A hybrid recommender system is made by mixing two or more CF approaches described before to build a more robust system. By merging various recommender systems, we can eliminate the drawbacks of one system with the 
D. Community Detection
A community is a collection of vertices that share same characteristic or interest and can therefore be treated as a single entity in any respect [9] . The community structure of the network simply provides a barrier in the number of entities in order look into the structure of the network. For instance, it is much easier to understand the peoples' pulse by considering the voting patterns rather than looking at each individual voter's actions separately.
On the subject of complex networks, a network is said to possess community structure if the vertices of the network can be easily bifurcated into sets of nodes such that each such set is densely connected internally and sparsely connected externally. If a node contributes in one only one subgroup (community) then it is termed as disjoint node. On the other hand, if a node contributes in more than subgroup, then it is termed as overlapped node. In spite of many community detection algorithms, there is a still essential for a new one for multipurpose. Disjoint community detection: Discovering communities from static network was first proposed by [10] . It is built with a modularity metric which is the fraction of the edges that fall within the given groups minus the expected, aiming to obtain best bifurcations [11] . To enhance the gain of modularity Parimi et al. has proposed Louvian algorithm [12] . Rosvall and Bergstrom have proposed LPA, considered as a solution to the simple problem of static community detection. The main notion behind LPA is to spread out the labels of node throughout the network using a technique and build communities through the process of label propagation [13] . The mentioned algorithms are not capable to handle dynamic nature of the network as well as overlapping communities [28] . To ensure this property several algorithms were proposed to exploit the evolutions of communities which require the time stamped data in the input [14, 15, 16] .
III. RELATED WORKS
Content based recommender systems have their origin in information retrieval. Existing content based recommender systems focus on recommending item based on textual information, keywords available in the documents which are frequently measured by TFIDF weight, where TF denotes the frequency of the keyword in the document and IDF denotes the inverse document frequency of the keyword.
Collaborative filtering is the most common technique to form recommender systems [17] . It can predict the user preferences from users past behavioural patterns [7, 8, 27] . The premise of collaborative filtering is that if users have matching pattern in the past, they are more likely to agree with each other in the future. CF approaches are categorized into a memory-based and model-based [32] . In this paper, we propose a memorybased CF.
There has been much research on social recommender systems can get the advantage of analysis taken from social networks, correlation theories, community detection and trust for recommendations, since social networks and recommender systems based on the same hypothesis called "Friend-of-Friend" [29] . Even thus, the recent trend is on integrating community detection and recommender systems in order to offer more personalized recommendations to a group of users belong to the same community. The first step is to identify closed groups and in the second step it recommends unseen items to the target user based on community.
Many authors have proposed recommender systems using static community detection [18, 19] which can reveal user's preferences using collaborative and hybrid approaches on the YouTube, Twitter and other social networks.
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework, called temporal community based collaborative recommender system, denoted by TCBCR, and is based on three major steps as shown in Fig. 4 . 
A. Pre-processing
This step consists of pre-processing and evolutionary community detection. The input for phase-1 is the rating matrix which contains the ratings given by the users when the user does not rate an item we consider that it is not thus far watched by him. These evolutions of the users' preferences over time period are considered to build a dynamic network. Nodes (or Vertices) are treated as items and hence the communities are the groups of These evolutions can be represented as snapshot where each one agrees to a change in the network structure over a specific period of time [20] .
B. Dynamic Community Detection
Once a network is built in the pre-processing step, we can use those snapshots as input to dynamic community detection algorithms. Based on the network edges, a community can be defined as a set of items, where the interactions are extremely high (i.e., strongly connected) and tends to possess similar interests/preferences over a period of time. To assure the community structure, we adopt to use the LabelRankT algorithm. This option is justified that label propagation algorithms are efficient, popular in nature and detects communities in static and dynamic networks. It can also deal with both disjoint and the overlapped community structures. The following are the phases of the LabelRankT [14] . 
Phase-2
Communities hold certain hidden categories which help the recommender system to predict the users' future preferences. A highest rated item should be distinguished for every active user which is well-known as target item and candidate items are those which are not rated. Our objective is to predict the interest of the active user on the candidate items based on items that belong to the same community of the target item. By doing this our approach is not considering the whole dataset (like traditional itembased CF) instead it depends only on the community to which the candidate item belongs to. The list of top-k trusted neighbours with high predictions will be recommended to the active user. In our framework items with high correlation and direct interactions will be chosen as neighbours for predictions [21] . Directed nodes or between nodes are identified based on the distance. A distance matrix will be created between every node to all other nodes using a shortest path algorithm. On the other hand correlation between every item is computed using the Pearson correlation similarity measure. Formally the interest prediction is defined in (1) [22] . where u is the active user and i is the target item and C is the set of items belong to the community of i , , uj r is the rating given by the active user and ( , ) s i j similarity between item i and j .
C. The strength of the proposed approach to relieve from a cold start, sparsity
The suggested approach takes in two advantages relative to other methods. First, with the inclusion of community approach it can ameliorate the cold start problem. Items with fewer ratings are termed as cold items. Based on the interactions, community approach force to locate all the nodes in any one of the community so there is no issue of cold items. Second, it provides solution for sparsity by predicting ratings of all the users. First, identify the users' patterns from the ratings data set. Second, based on the frequency of interactions the network is partitioned into communities shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7 . In our framework interaction between the items happen when a minimum one user gives the same rating in same timestamp which can be computed using co-rating occurrences. The co-rating matrix is converted into a binary matrix in order to establish a network [20] . Fig.6 . Obtained network and its communities for the data in Table 1 Fig .7 . A list of vertices and its assigned communities
The growing popularity of social networks focusing on online communities became popular in recent years and most of the literature has been covered finding communities in static networks. However, temporal or dynamic aspects of communities in recommender systems have received a little consideration. Real-world networks are not static so in this framework we are bridging that gap to handle with the dynamic aspects of community-based recommender system [23] .
Algorithms that identify communities in temporal networks uses several snapshots or timestamps of the network, taking into account the changes of the network that happen naturally between consecutive timestamps. In fact, a snapshot gets created for every change in the network and are determined by days or months based on pre-processing phase. The changes of the network happen only in the interactions which occurs when more than M interactions over a period of T days. The control of adding and deleting of edges depend on the values of M and T .The edge gets removed if it has fewer interactions. The resulting network with these evolutions (edges additions and removal) is represented at different time stamps are shown in Fig. 8 . Quality measure: For judging the strength of disjoint and overlapped communities [24, 28] we use modularity as a metric shown in (2) . This measures the difference between the number of edges found in community to the expected number of edges in a randomly generated community structure [17] . In our proposed framework we use (2) as we are concentrating on disjoint communities. 
Where M is the number of edges, A is the adjacency matrix and u k , v k represents the degree of node u and v . If a node u belongs to first community, then 1 u s  , or -1 otherwise. For visualization, calculating modularity metric we have used Gephi tool and it has shown 0.7982 for our approach [25] . Gephi is an interactive visualization platform for complex networks and large scale graph processing [31] .
Third, highly correlated and trusted users are considered for neighbourhood similarity. Recommender systems, mostly consider the similarity between items of the nearest neighbour in order to predict the unseen ratings [26] . In our framework the vertices or nodes with less distance are seen as trusted users, since our family or best friends are mostly separated with 0 or 1-hop distance. The computation of the correlation shown in (3) between items is determined using Pearson correlation and the distance between every node to all the other nodes is computed using a shortest path algorithm. In the graph shown in Fig.8 , the similarity computation and length of the shortest path is shown in Table 2 (a) and Table 2(c). , ,, The trouble of recommending items for any user using the ratings data shown in Table 1 is that most of the entries are sparse for the unseen/unknown items, we have to predict the ratings using Eqn. 1. For the active user 1 u the target item is a matrix its community is 1 and the candidate items are vampire, dark knight, american beauty and beauty and the beast. The user believes his own ratings we keep his ratings as it is, unseen ratings are predicted and ratings are shown in Table 3 The real-world networks are affected by changes in the underlying structure (i.e., addition or deletion of edges or vertices). Tracking these changes shows an effective role in Bioinformatics, Information Science and Marketing, etc. As an instance, the development of recommender systems can give efficient predictions where new ratings from users to items arrive constantly. For the new evolution shown in Fig.8(b) for the same user 1 u has the target item matrix, but its community has changed to 2 and the updated candidate items are braveheart, dark knight, beauty and beast, slum dog and dark blue sea. The recommended items also change based on the new neighbours list.
E. Experimental Study
We evaluate the effectiveness of our framework using movieLens dataset available on the website (http://movieLens.umn.edu). This dataset contains 943 users on 1682 movie recommendations. The score is ranges from 1 to 5 and average rating of the user is at least 20 movies. MovieLens data are represented as a quadruple contains the following [user, item, rating, timestamp]. The data set should consider the evolutions over time, we propose to use 10-fold cross validation technique to determine the quality of the recommendations. We propose to validate the dataset in one scenario, in which the first scenario selects 90% of user ratings are occurrences in the training set and the residual ones will be used in the testing set.
There are many well-known metrics in the literature, the Mean Absolute Error and the Root Mean Square Error, precision, coverage and F-measure to measure the prediction accuracy. Our proposed framework uses (4) and (5) as quality measures. 
where ij R , is the rating given by user i to item j , ij R is the predicted rating and T denotes the total number of tested.
The proposed approach is compared against static approach and traditional IBCF algorithms the quality measures were shown in Table 4 and Fig. 10 . In this paper, we proposed a Temporal Communitybased Collaborative Filtering approach that merges community detection and recommendation to relieve from common problems of collaborative filtering approach. The proposed approach is able to deal with real-world network evolutions which explore the users' preferences over time. The experiment results show that our approach overtook than static community algorithms based on the top k  neighbourhood of the entire dataset and traditional collaborative filtering approaches. As a forthcoming study, we will explore the neighbourhood similarity based on trusted users pertaining to the same community.
